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Complex, serious demons to face throughout their lives that people need social assistance had been paper is traditionally difficult to approach (demands) And effective social work help to assist the process of solving for starting with a question or something. And as a response to this question, based on the following two objectives in mind.

(1) a new social work theory (hypothesis) generation tried to generate tangible social work theory by examining the effectiveness of social work social worker about how to resolve complex and serious demands had been difficult to access here to help clients and recover this narrative visualization of clues, that sits there.

(2) research on the effectiveness of social work theory that generated the evidence and generalizing the possibility

And analyze the findings, obtained in training using practical guide for exploring the possibilities of general evidence of the effectiveness of social work theory, generated in the current social worker generates a social theory based on the created while attempting to correct a "theory".

As stated above, theorists did a comprehensive study of alcoholism in general medical recovery process model (for research) and to approach social workers to structure and present evidence of work in scientific evidence, while a series of practice processes and how to clarify. Process of social work theory generation methodology in the research organization (the grand design), comprised largely of two grounded theory-grounded action processes will be.

Formation of grounded theory as open coding (data and interactive), phase 1, phase 2, the core concepts of theoretical sampling, coded, and an ongoing comparative analysis of selective coding, phase 3 theoretical coding generate reach a theoretical saturation, i.e., theory. However, rather than phase 1 are detailed in Chapter 3, but not necessarily follow 1 direction, has become a spiral of yo·yo, repeating.

In the following, Grounded action implementation process is the evaluation of action plan phase 1 description of grounded theory generation, generation settings for the action of phase 2 and phase 3 of operation theory, phase 4, phase 5, stage 6 action and learning that can change that.
The paper quoted frequent term, "Disease." "Recovery"
Resilience"About"recovery"and"resilience"in General, been defined in advance, before you begin.

Retrospective study (Overall), is described below.

No. 1 Module Present untreated clients that may be recovered by specialized treatment, mentioning about the realities of alcohol-related problems in Japan and general medical institutions fell from the alcohol professional medical service (Structure), Illustrated.

Clients are placed in this situation by the spiritual pain, rehabilitation becomes difficult and easy to fall into a downward spiral again toward the drinking aspect presented using case The potential of general medical And alcohol-related problems Visualization of the image of the relationship between structure and spiritual pain. That enhance endogenous latent factors and extrinsic factors and take this study, noting a study on social work practice yet remain ongoing problems were discussed.

No. 2 Chapter, no. 1 Revealed in chapter Based on the actual condition of a background issues paper, Alcohol social work practice in general medical support issues are discussed. As a result, as a social work practice approaches to mutual contact between individuals and the environment Disclaimer (intrinsic factor) of "motivation" support to overcome, stigma (extrinsic factors) Of supporting environment can outreach towards overcoming, spiritual pain "of"life skills"for the solution of, presented the significance and methods of approach to promotion and continuation of the"life skills"for the commitment to prevention of drinking and emerging challenges in life.

And support these basic (Guide) Would be worth Foundation Grounds seeking operational guidelines for medical social workers, and mention the necessity of social work "health rights", pointing out about the abuses of the health rights of the client to ensure the "right to health". In addition,2014 year 6 raised the importance of systematization of social work practice alcohol health disaster measures basic law enacted in January, defending the right of health of the patient and colonization efforts.

No. 3 Chapter, no. 2 Raised in chapter Revealed that the purpose and process of research to solve problems of alcohol social work practice in general medical practice theory is required. Research on the aimed at exploring the feasibility of verification of the validity of the social theory social work theory, new generation, and the students did, and the generalization. Results to achieve this purpose, considering the most appropriate research method, while focusing on life-history research, generating theory from grounded theory approach (GTA) focusing on the study of the literature. As a result, in this study, the original version GTA outlined how you study.

Social work methods About the overall process of theory creation research Large Grounded theory and Carried out in the course of the two grounded action. On the
process of the two original version GTA detailed draws on studies by Simmons to be according to literature and a mentor. In addition to the approach for data gathering, ethical considerations, the overall research process specified period of research.

No. 4 Module In order to generate social work theory (1) What are the "abilities and skills" needed to recover from alcohol addiction (2) Consists of 2 items is on the side of "abilities and skills" needed to recover from alcohol addiction, social workers are how involved or questions Visualization of the theory that generated the results of the study as a form of response, recovery of three-dimensional structure "theory of" system ( Image ) And detailed and illustrated with the definition.

System of three-dimensional structure theory of recovery from alcohol addiction recovery recovery history (X axis) The process of self expression (Y axis), Responsive support system in quality (Z shaft) And the resultant from the interaction of these, namely the Resilience (Vectors) Of the listed can hope to achieve in a three-dimensional structure . And theory notes during the analysis of core concepts and elements that make up this system to derive the analysis process describe the characteristics of each axis in the left told an interview with clients recover history by presenting the outline. As a result, X axis, Y axis, and Z axis all changes And intervention by social workers, they become a force covariant those 3-axis to produce client resilience (vectors) strengthens and captured. Question, two studies for response reached the conclusion as possible and show "three-dimensional structure theory of recovery" in theory encompasses all. Created the characteristics of "process", "independence", responsive support system in quality, non-linear development by integrating three dimensional structure theory of recovery concepts. These are the study cited above two questions to provide, decided to respond in a three-dimensional structure theory of recovery. I.e., the original version GTA of determined in theoretical saturation is reached. The theoretical saturation criterion is "fit" "grab" "move" of is evaluated in three study GTA of evaluated all analysts and a mentor in the three-dimensional structure theory of recovery meets those criteria, and Theoretical saturation and concluded.

Based on the above, the following definition for a three-dimensional structure theory of recovery.,

And the three dimensional structure theory of recovery From alcohol addiction recovery Recovery history (X axis) The process of self expression (Y axis), Responsive support system in quality (Z shaft) In force in three dimensional coordinate space produced by these 3 axes, i.e., Resilience (Vector space) the structure and visible as image described in. Recovery from alcoholism is , no. 4 Figure in chapter 4-1·1 to as shown in the recovery history (X axis) the process of self expression (Y axis), responsive support system of quality (Z shaft), Resilience (vectors) of mercy of three-dimensional structure, X axis, the story of life involved in the drinking behavior. In the journey to change behavior of the clients themselves who suffer from alcohol
addiction to Danshukai from drinking alcohol. Changes will be live from the "bottom" experience of death would have to journey [death and reborn] ( ) in in-vivo code represents. Hereinafter the same) and are represented. Y axis, among clients themselves who suffer from addiction is denial from changing self expression and to understand and accept. While traveling, my cozy good experience [house building] and represented. Z axis the system (institutions, organizations and ) , indicating the process of changing to high quality responsive and capable of providing appropriate support systems. Vectors are X axis, Y axis and Z axis. The brewed trust in professional helping relationships, family and peer relationships in the interaction of all [Yo-Yo], while traveling from self-denial and shifting self-affirmation resilience strongly and hopes. Indicating the journey to life.

Lived a unique life and recovery from alcoholism, disease, while if it is relying on the recovery concepts and life in society, restart hoping step recovery journey (Zig-zag journey) implies. This journey is not only the client, family and officials, supporters, and alcohol (dependence on substances: ethyl alcohol) that begins just to the common understanding that drug must be put on any body. However, it is only the first step of recovery. By clients themselves were made by drinking 'rock bottom' life story to give up drinking would aim to recover the true life (trip) of that rewrite the story. In that case [death and rebirth: the experience intensified through adversity, resilience the power to live a life that would be.

In Chapter 5, to produce a descriptive grounded theory, which is the first stage of Grounded action. In other words, the "three-dimensional structure theory of recovery" shown in Chapter 4, the field of social workers aim to theory (description theory) that specifically described to be able to generalize in the process of implementing duties, "Recovery Concepts" social trends of the work practice to verify, including the historical overview, was examined desirable practices and concrete support method in Japan and overseas based on. As a result, is called a paradigm shift in the mental health recovery concepts, on the other hand, it how practical to do the rest, many researchers and practitioners working in now the attention and the concept of developing an. But, on the other hand, in developing the recovery concepts give important perspectives for contemporary social work practice, an attractive element was involved. Therefore, literature, or social work recovery concepts to practice how to draw strength model American drug abuse mental health administration of the United States Department of health and welfare (SAMHSA: the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration) of mental health presented The definition of "recovery-oriented" practice, United States CSWE (Council on Social Work Education) By "recovery-oriented" social work practice confirmed that basic perspective. Turning to the situation of social work practice research on recovery-oriented "to assist the recovery of alcoholism in the country," , validated, and then focusing on the "recovery" of the country.
Relying on the three dimensional structure theory of recovery based on literature studies, social work practice, GTA The results while leveraging the core concept revealed, The prototype plane map of the journey of recovery Act and compass. And supporting tools such as the assessment for this map easy to use in practice, using a case study focusing on social needs, fabricated intake sheet also outlined. You should take aggressive recovery concepts in social work examined the elements.

No. 6 Based on the phase 1 of the grounded action chapter, detailed in the previous section, group From phase 2 of the rounded action detailing up to stage 6.

G Rounded action Created to set the action issue in phase 2 Need to modify provisional practice guide, yielded a relatively positive reviews, but reached number, to create a complete practical guide for direction became clear.

G Rounded action Phase 3 But, considering the opinions from the provisional practice guide for in-service social workers GTA In the core concept emerged from the recovery and support by gained and recovery concepts that led to the theory of operation version Full text of the practical guide, with an overview of the composition and characteristics.

Grounded action Phase 4 , As the action plan Used to practice guide was completed and planned a preliminary investigation about the possibility of generalizing the three-dimensional structure theory of recovery.

Grounded action Phase 5 , As the actions, Analyzed data obtained from them, and carried out preliminary investigations. Usefulness comes into view from the preliminary survey completed "practical guide[theory] [practice], against the incumbent social worker social worker should have ethics ( value ), easy to understand in all areas of knowledge, skills, and be able to understand completed suggested that the practice guide.

Grounded action Stage 6 , Evaluation of actions and possible changes in the learning phase in The completed version May serve as reflective practice best practices guide also appeared. For that opinion, especially alcohol support can leverage on the support of the other is Akiko Kubota stressed all-round social worker if alcohol casework practice as it can resolve a variety of other challenges to become captured over a Word.

In addition, The completed version Found that could contribute to enhancing the motivation to practice workplace best practices guide. On the other hand, version is essential to training and practical generalization of "practical guide" emerged as a challenge. Looking ahead to challenges like these, grounded action to continue, and complete necessary to validate while doing during training by utilizing the best practices guide for more serious investigation.

No. 7 Chapters, conclusion, Alcohol-related problems in general medical social work About the possibility of a theory of practice (1) needed to recover from alcohol addiction "abilities and skills" and social interaction, (2) General healthcare leads the three-dimensional structure theory of recovery Identity of the alcohol-related
problems, social work practice, and (3) General healthcare leads the three-dimensional structure theory of recovery. From a range of alcohol-related problems and social work practice (the significance of the problem solving model revisited Perlman).

As the challenges of the future practice of the "three dimensional structure theory of recovery" on it, (1) continuation of theory creation research tailored to the region, (2) review of contents of the complete practical guide, (3) how to promote the General three-dimensional structure theory of recovery review, (4) review of evaluation method presented.

Also raises social work research as embody the policy about the expectations for the general medical social worker, practical science, its direction, "Recovery Bill of Rights "To required, and end of the study.